This article gives an algorithm to recover the absolute factorization of a bivariate polynomial, taking into account the geometry of its monomials. It is based on algebraic criterions inherited from algebraic interpolation and toric geometry.
Introduction
The study of the factorization of a multivariate polynomial f and the production of software dedicated to the effective solving of this problem has received much attention in Computer Algebra. Whereas the rational factorization is only concerned by factors of f in Q[x] := Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ], the absolute factorization provides all the irreducible factors of f with coefficients in Q[x], Q denotes the algebraic closure of Q. For example the polynomial x 2 1 − 2x 2 is irreducible in Q[x 1 , x 2 ], but it has two absolute factors x 1 − √ 2x 2 and x 1 + √ 2x 2 . The bivariate case contains most of difficulties of the multivariate one. In theory, by Bertini's theorem and via Hensel liftings, the multivariate problem reduces to the bivariate one. In the present article we will concentrate on the bivariate case but our techniques naturally extend to n variables case for any n > 2.
During more than 30 years of Computer Algebra, the polynomial factorization has been considered from many point of view (see [3, 5, 7] and the references within). In the last decade, two main strategies of absolute polynomial factorization have been quite successful. On the one hand, an algebraic approach relies on the study of Ruppert-Gao matrix [19, 12] . It has been improved in [7, 16] to provide an algorithm with a quasi-optimal complexity. On the other hand, a geometric approach based on a zero-sum criterion (derived from the study of the monodromy group, of a projection of the curve C := {a ∈ C 2 : f (a) = 0} defined by f on a line, acting on a smooth fiber) provides very efficient semi-numerical probabilistic algorithms able to deal with polynomials having degree up to 200 [20, 4, 5] . A similar strategy was developed and implemented in [22, 23] , and its use was extended for obtaining the irreducible decomposition of an algebraic set. The zero-sums considered in [21] admit more general interpretations in Algebraic Geometry as traces.
The aim of this article is first to reinterprete the vanishing traces criterions in the geometric approach as a consequence of Wood's theorem on algebraic interpolation of a family of analytic germs of curves. Second, to provide a generalization of Wood's theorem inspired by [25] and adapted to the factorization of polynomials with fixed Newton polytopes. Third, to outline an algorithm for toric absolute factorization that we experimented successfully on examples.
When the polynomial f of degree d is given by the collection of its coefficients which are all nonzero, its representation is called dense. Whereas when we know that some coefficients of f are zero, we consider its Newton polytope (i.e. the convex hull of exponents of monomials of its nonzero coefficients) and we say that its representation is toric or sparse. Adapted algorithms are developed to take advantage from this representation, e.g. toric elimination received much attention [13, 9] .
To our knowledge most of the existing articles on the polynomial factorization deal with dense polynomials, without taking into account the sparseness structure of f . In [1] a study of the toric rational polynomial factorization was presented. It is based on an adapted Hensel lifting. Our aim is to rely on this article, assuming that f is already irreducible in Q [x] , and then we compute its absolute factorization. As we shall see in that case, all the Newton polytopes of absolute factors of f are equal and are homothetic to that of f . Hence the combinatorial task is simplified and the difficulty concentrates on the geometry over a fixed toric variety. We mention also [24] where the authors reduce the multivariate sparse factorization to the dense bivariate or univariate polynomial factorization.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we show the special shape of absolute factors of an irreducuble rational polynomial. In section 3, we explain the use of interpolation of analytic germes of curves via a Burger's PDE to derive a vanishing trace criteria in P 2 (C), and we recall the use of monodromy action. In section 4 we provide a generalization of this trace criteria to a (possibly singular) toric surface. In section 5 we outline an algorithm for toric absolute factorization. It is based on algebraic criterions inherited from interpolation problems in toric geometry, and computations of traces. It generalizes and improves the algorithm developed for dense polynomials in [20, 5] . Then we illustrate its different steps on an example. We finish with concluding remarks and future improvements. At the end of this paper a short Appendix collects some properties on abstract toric surfaces needed for our developments.
Hereafter P n denotes the projective space over C of dimension n. For a polynomial map (f, q) in C 2 , Jac(f, q) is its jacobian. The Newton polytope of a polynomial f is denoted by N f . We denote the mixed volume of two polytopes P and Q by MV(P, Q).
Factorization and Newton polytopes
We recall that the Minkowski sum of two polytopes P and Q is P + Q = {p + q : p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}.
The crucial observations for our purpose are the following two results.
Proposition 1 (Ostrowksi theorem [18] ) The Newton polytope of the product of two polynomials g and h is the Minkowski sum of Newton polytopes of its factors:
So if the irreducible polynomial f ∈ Q[x] has a polytope which is integrally indecomposable, f is absolutely irreducible. For a study of the irreducibility of a polynomial from the Newton polytope point of view, see [11] .
be an irreducible polynomial and f = f 1 . . . f q be its absolute factorization. Then the irreducible absolute factors f i of f are conjugate over Q.
Proof. Up to a linear change of coordinates, we can assume that f is monic in x 2 , and consequently its absolute factors are also monic in x 2 . Let G be the Galois group of the smallest extension of Q containing all the coefficients of f 1 . If σ ∈ G, the conjugate polynomial σ(f 1 ) of f 1 also divides f . Now as f is an irreducible element in Q[x], the polynomial σ∈G σ(f 1 ) = f , and so each absolute factor f j of f is equal to σ(f 1 ) for some σ ∈ G.
The determination of Newton polytopes of absolute factors of an irreducible polynomial in Q[x] is highly simplified by the following corollary.
be an irreducible polynomial and f = f 1 . . . f q be its absolute factorization. Then N f1 = · · · = N fq and N f = qN f1 .
Proposition 2 implies in particular that the irreducible rational polynomial f has no multiple factor over C.
Another important algorithmic consequence of Proposition 2 is that the absolute factorization of f is completely determined by the number of factors q, an irreducible univariate polynomial g(t) ∈ Q[t] defining a finite extension
, and the coefficients of f 1 which belong to K and are indexed by the lattice points in the polytope
Factorization and Algebraic Interpolation
Let f be an irreducible bivariate rational polynomial of total degree d. Since f is reduced over C, its absolute irreducible factors are in one-to-one correspondence with irreducible components of the affine curve C defined by f :
Sard-Bertini theorem combined with Bézout's theorem ensure that for t = [t 0 : t 1 : t 2 ] generic in the dual projective space (P 2 ) * , the affine line
intersects C transversely in d distinct points whose coordinates vary holomorphically with t by the implicit function theorem. Thus L t defines a degree d reduced 0-cycle of C:
The principle of unicity of analytic continuation and Bézout's theorem imply that f admits a factor of degree k ≤ d if and only if there exists
and an algebraic curve C I ⊂ C 2 of degree k such that (as shown in Figure 1 ) for t in a small open set of (P 2 ) * :
Hence, we are brought to consider the following question: let t ∈ (P 2 ) * distinct
from the point at infinity [1 : 0 : 0] and let C 1 ∪ . . . ∪ C k be an union of germs of smooth analytic curves (algebraic in our case) of C 2 transverse to the line L t at pairwise distinct points p 1 (t), . . . , p i k (t). Does there exist an algebraic curve of total degree k which contains all these germs C i ?
The following result solves precisely this problem.
Theorem 1 (Wood's theorem [26] ) The union of analytic curves C 1 ∪. . .∪C k is contained in an algebraic curve of degree k if and only if the germ of holomorphic function trace on the first coordinate defined by
is affine in the constant coefficient t 0 of L t .
Geometrically, this result asserts that an analytic curve is algebraic if and only if the barycenters of intersection points with a generic line L lie on a line (called a diameter of the curve, see the line D in Figure 2 ) when L moves parallel to itself, as shown in Figure 2 . Newton had already remarked in [17] this property for algebraic plane curves of degree 3. The proof of Theorem 1 in [26] is simple but relies on a tricky use of a Burger's PDE. It will be generalized for our purpose in section 4. In [20, 5] an algorithm for absolute dense factorization was developed based on vanishing partial sums. This algorithm uses topological considerations about the complex plane C 2 . Its proof relies on Harris uniform position theorem and Van Kampen theorem which establish the link between the irreducibility of an affine algebraic curve and the transitive action of a monodromy group (see [5] for details). It turns out that this condition on vanishing partial sums is equivalent to the interpolation criterion given by Wood's theorem. Let us recall briefly the principle of this method. Up to a linear change of variables, we assume that f is monic as a polynomial in x 2 of degree d. For x 1 = a generic, let
. Every absolute factor of f has the form
Because of the genericity, it turns out that this last condition is also sufficient for f to have an absolute factor. So in order to find absolute factorization of f it suffices to search minimal zero sums between the complex numbers
The brute force resulting algorithm requires 2 d trace tests to detect factors of f . Strategies relying on LLL were developed and implemented in [4] to decrease this high number of tests.
Interpolation in toric surfaces
In [25] a necessary and sufficient condition was given for a family of germs of analytic hypersurfaces in a smooth projective toric variety X to be interpolated by an algebraic hypersurface with a prescribed class in the Chow ring of X. Here we establish a similar result in a toric surface which can be singular. It will be useful for our approach to the absolute factorization problem.
Toric surfaces
Let us denote by T the algebraic torus (C * ) 2 . The Newton polytope P of a Laurent polynomial f gives information about the asymptotic behavior of the curve C := {x ∈ T, f (x) = 0}.
For example, if f is not identically zero for x 1 = 0, C meets (asymptotically) the divisor x 1 = 0 in d points (taken into account multiplicities), where d is the number of integer points of the facet ({0} × R + ) ∩ P .
We say that a curve D ⊂ T is supported by an integer convex polyope Q if it is the zero set of a Laurent polynomial with Newton polytope Q.
Let Q be an integer convex polytope such that Q ∩ Z 2 = {m 0 , . . . , m l }. Consider the morphism
The Zariski closure X Q of φ Q (T) ⊂ (C * ) l in P l is the projective toric variety associated to Q. See [10] or Appendix at the end of this paper where the definition of an abstract toric surface and some of their properties are provided.
Without lost of generality we assume that m 0 = 0. The following Lemma will be useful.
Proof.
Thus the complex numbers c i := 
so that φ Q has rank two (on T) if and only if dim Q = 2.
Remark 2 This proof also shows that φ Q is an N-to-one map on its image, where
Traces for curves in toric surfaces

Notations
Here we set notations that we will keep in the sequel of the paper. Let Q ⊂ R 2 be a 2-dimensional integer convex polytope with lattice points m 0 = 0, m 1 , . . . , m l . We assume that Q satisfies the assumption:
The convex polytopes Q which do not satisfy this property are rare and have a very special shape.
Let X = X Q be the projective toric surface associated to Q, and [u 0 : · · · : u l ] be homogeneous coordinates on P l . Every Laurent polynomial
supported by Q determines a curve C a := {q a = 0} ⊂ T. Since φ Q is assumed to be one-to-one (Lemma 1), by Lemma 3 in Appendix, for a generic, C a can be identified with the hyperplane section of X ∩ (C * ) l defined by the projective hyperplane
We denote by a = [a 0 : · · · : a l ] the point of the dual space (P l ) * corresponding to C a .
For the definition of the mixed volume in the following lemma and its properties, see [13] .
Lemma 2 Let C ⊂ T be a reduced curve supported by a lattice polytope P . For a ∈ (P l ) * generic, C a is smooth, irreducible and intersects
, where MV(P, Q) denotes the mixed volume of (P, Q).
Proof. Let us denote by C and C a the Zariski closure in X of the affine curves φ Q (C) and φ Q (C a ). We know from Lemma 3 in Appendix that C a coincides for generic a with the hyperplane section H a ∩ X of X. Thus Bertini's theorem implies that the curve C a is generically smooth irreducible and intersects C in its Zariski open set φ Q (C). Since by Lemma 1 φ Q is an embedding, we deduce that C a is generically smooth, irreducible and intersects C transversely in d = deg(H a · X · C) points. Bernstein's theorem asserts that this degree
From this lemma, we have the following definition.
Definition 1 For any holomorphic function h near C α ∩ C, the trace of h on C relatively to the polytope Q is
This function is defined and holomorphic for a near α.
A necessary condition to interpolate germs of curves
We provide a necessary condition for a family of germs of curves to be interpolated by an algebraic curve C.
Since m 0 = 0 is a vertex of the polytope Q, the generic polynomial q a has a nonzero constant term a 0 .
Theorem 2 Let C ⊂ T be an algebraic curve, and α ∈ (P l ) * satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 2. We denote by Γ the union of facets of Q not containing 0. For n ∈ N * and s ∈ n(Q ∩ Z 2 ), we have
Proof. Suppose that C = {f = 0}, for a Laurent polynomial f = c m x m . The trace function Tr C x s is a rational function on P l , it is homogeneous of degree 0 in a. If we denote by res p and Res respectively the local Grothendieck residues at p and the global Grothendieck residue (see [14] , §5), then for a in a small neighborhood of α,
Since
we obtain
Using Cauchy formula for residues and Stokes theorem [14] ,
If P 0 denotes the interior of a polytope P , then by the toric version of AbelJacobi theorem [15] , we have
where N f is the Newton polytope of f . Let us denote by Q 1 = [0, s 1 ] and Q 2 = [0, s 2 ] the two facets of Q containing the origin 0, so that
To finish the proof we consider different cases:
0 , then for all m ∈ N f and m i ∈ Q,
Since we are dealing with residues in the torus, we check easily that (3) depends on f up to multiplication by any Laurent monomial. Thus we can assume that N f is contained in the cone generated by Q and intersects the ray R + s 1 in a non empty set N ⊂ N f (consisting in one vertex or one facet of N f ). In this case, it is easy to check that for all m ∈ N f and m i ∈ Q such that m + m i / ∈ R + s 1 , (4) and (6) show that ∂ (n)
The same argument hols for s ∈ [0, ns 2 [.
3
. If s ∈ nΓ \ {ns 1 , ns 2 }, N f is contained in the cone R + Q and we check that for all m i ∈ Q and m ∈ N f , s + m + m i ∈ N f + (n + 2)Q 0 , so
4. Let s = ns 1 , as for the case 2, we choose
The same argument is valid for s = ns 2 .
These items combined with (4), (5) and (6) imply (2).
Criterion for algebraic interpolation
Now we give a necessary and sufficient criterion of interpolation generalizing Theorem 1 to our setting. Recall that Q satisfies the condition (1). To simplify the exposition and without lost of generality we further assume that the vectors m 1 ∈ Q and m 2 ∈ Q generate the lattice Z 2 and a 1 , . . . , a t code the vertices of Q other than 0. Hence a t+1 , . . . , a l code the other points of Q, where l = card(Q ∩ Z 2 ) − 1.
Theorem 3 Let α ∈ (P l ) * such that C a ⊂ T is an irreducible smooth curve supported by Q for any a near α. Let
be an union of germs of smooth analytic curves at pairwise distinct points p 1 , . . . , p d of C α . Suppose that none of the germs C i is contained in a curve {x m1 − c = 0}, c ∈ C * . Then, there exists an algebraic curve C ⊂ T, containing C and supported by a polytope P whose mixed volume with Q is d, if and only if, for generic (a 1 , . . . , a l ) in a neighborhood of (α 1 , . . . , α l ), the germ of holomorphic function
is polynomial of degree at most 1 in the constant coefficient a 0 .
Proof. Suppose that C = {f = 0}, where f is a Laurent polynomial with Newton polytope P such that MV(P, Q) = d. As C ⊂ C, the two sets C ∩ C a and C ∩ C a coincide for a in a sufficiently small neighborhood U α ⊂ (P l ) * of α, since by Lemma 2 they have the same cardinal d = MV(P, Q). Thus, for a ∈ U α , ∀ s ∈ Z 2 , Tr C x s = Tr e C x s , and the necessary condition follows from Theorem 2. Conversely, since the curve C α is supported by Q, none of the coefficients (α 0 , . . . , α t ) vanish.
Let us denote by p j (a) the intersection point of the germ C j at α with C a and we define the following germs of holomorphic function at α ∈ (P l ) *
We have
where U α is a neighborhood of α. Differentiating the right side of this implication according to a 1 , we obtain:
Replacing y ∈ C j by p j (a) ∈ C j , and using the equality − l i=1 a i y mi p j (a) = a 0 , we obtain a Burger's PDE:
This PDE is summable on j and gives rise, to
We have a propagation of the behavior in the variable a 0 : if Tr C x m1 is affine in a 0 then obviously ∂ a1 (Tr C x m1 ) is affine in a 0 . By this PDE, ∂ a0 (Tr C x 2m1 ) is also affine in a 0 , hence the degree of Tr C x 2m1 in a 0 equals at most 2. By induction on n, the map
is a polynomial of degree at most n in a 0 . Consider the following polynomial in X:
the σ i 's are the elementary symmetric functions of
Replacing a 0 by − l i=1 a i x mi , and denoting a ′ := (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l ) and a" = (a 1 , . . . , a t ), we obtain a function
which vanishes on C for any a ′ near α ′ , using (7). Now, Newton formulas relating the coefficients of P with the traces of the power of the Laurent monomial x m1 imply that the analytic functions
are polynomial in a 0 (with degree at most n) for any a ′′ := (a 1 , . . . , a t ) near α ′′ . Thus the function
is a Laurent polynomial in x vanishing on C. So that the algebraic set defined by the following infinite numbers of equations:
contains C. We need to show that C a ∩ C = {p 1 (a), . . . , p d (a)} for all a in a neighborhood of α. By construction, a point q belongs to C ∩ C α if and only if there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that for all a ′′ near α
Let us suppose that C j is locally parameterized by
We consider the affine system in (a 0 , a 2 ):
where we define c q := − l i=3 α i x mi (q) for any q ∈ T. Suppose that there exists q ∈ C α \ {p j } which satisfies (8) . Then x m1 (q) = x m1 (p j ) and, since m 1 and m 2 generate Z 2 , q = p j implies x m2 (q) = x m2 (p j ). Thus, it is easy to check that there is an unique solution (a 0 (t), a 2 (t)) to (9) which converges to (α 0 , α 2 ) when |t| goes to zero. Thus, the map
is surjective from a neighborhood of α 2 to C j , so that
This situation has been excluded by hypothesis. Thus we have proved that
By hypothesis, the last reasoning is valid when replacing (α 0 , . . . , α t ) by a vector in its neighborhood. Thus for (a 0 , a") close to (α 0 , α") C ∩ C a0,a",αt+1,...,α l = C ∩ C a0,a",αt+1,...,α l .
Since the coefficients (a 0 , a 3 , . . . , a t ) correspond to the vertices of Q, the Zariski closure of C a0,a",αt+1,...,α l in the toric variety X = X Q can avoid any finite subset of the divisor at infinity X \ T by choosing a generic value of (a 0 , a").
Thus the Zariski closure in X of the two curves C and C a0,a",αt+1,...,α l intersect transversely in the torus for a" generic. This open condition remains valid for any a in a neighborhood of α so that for all a near α, C ∩ C a = C ∩ C α . By Lemma 2, C is supported by a polytope P whose mixed volume with Q is d.
Algorithm for toric absolute factorization
We describe an algorithm for the absolute factorization of a bivariate irreducible polynomial f ∈ Q[x] with Newton polytope P . We denote by X = T ∪ D 1 · · · ∪ D r the abstract toric variety associated to P , where the divisor D i corresponds to the facet P i of P (see Appendix or [10] ). We assume that the origin is a vertex and that P 1 and P 2 contain it.
Algorithm:
Input: A bivariate irreducible polynomial f ∈ Q[x]. Output: The absolute irreducible decomposition of f (i.e. its irreducible factorization in C[x]).
Determine the representation of P as intersection of affine half-planes:
such that P i = {m ∈ Q, m, η i + k i = 0}, i = 1 . . . r, support the facets of P .
2. Find the smallest integer polytope Q such that P = dQ, d ∈ N * . Let q be a generic Laurent polynomial supported by Q, and for t ∈ C generic, we denote by C t ⊂ X the curve defined by q(x) − t. Determine the 0-cycle
3. For each i = 3 . . . r, determine the set C · D i = {p i1 , . . . , p ili } (each p ij is repeated according to its multiplicity).
Find the unique partition of
6. Theorem 1 implies that f admits δ absolute irreducible factors whose traces on the facets P 3 , . . . , P 3 are given by the partition J . Explicit these factors using Hensel's liftings as in [1] but with approximate coefficients as in [5, 20] .
7. From the approximate factorization, compute the extension K in section 2 and recognize the exact factorization as explained in [5, 6] .
Remark 3 Before the proof of the algorithm, let us give some remarks and comments on some of these different points. Our main target is not polynomials with too small polytopes (which can be treated by other means), so we assume that (1, 0) is not a vertex of Q.
The curve C ⊂ X determined by f belongs to the linear system
The number of points N in the cycle C t · C is equal by Bernstein's theorem to d(D Q · D Q ) = 2dvol(Q) (see [2] ). The curve C t ⊂ X is the zero set of
i , where U = (U 1 , . . . , U r ) are homogeneous coordinates on X associated to the edges of Q and Q h is the Qhomogeneization of q (see [8] ). When |t| goes to infinity, C t degenerates to the effective divisor at infinity
i ), and
In the examples, to determine the partition of {1, . . . , N } in the algorithm, we fix t with |t| big and we solve the polynomial system f = q − t = 0.
Proof of the algorithm. Let d
′ be a divisor of d and set
To any subset J = {j 1 , . . . , j N ′ } of {1, . . . , N }, we associate the 0-cycle
Since (1, 0) / ∈ Γ (Γ is defined in Theorem 2), and absolute irreducible factors of f are supported by a polytope homothetic to Q, the curve C = {f = 0} intersects properly the Zariski closure of any line x 1 = c, c ∈ C. Thus, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 imply that there exists an algebraic curve C J ⊂ X such that for any t ∈ C,
if and only if the trace of x 1
does not depend on t. Such a curve is contained in C and is supported by Let us compute the finite sum T J = j∈J x 1 p j (t) . The functions
are holomorphic and satisfy for j = 1 . . . N ,
Differentiating this system, we deduce that
The existence of the curve C J ⊂ C is then equivalent to T J ′ (t) = 0 for q generic. It remains to show the validity of step 4 in the algorithm. If C J is a component of C, it has the same asymptotic behavior than C, i.e. the 0-cycle C t · C J converges to
Example
We apply our algorithm to the following simple (but not trivial) example: The Newton polytope P of f represented in Figure 3 is the convex hull of {(0, 0), (4, 0), (4, 2), (2, 4), (0, 4)}. Figure 4 helps the understanding of the principle of our algorithm on this example.
For t = 10
3 , the intersection 0-cycle of the curve C t defined by q − t and the curve C defined by f is C t · C = p 1 + · · · + p 14 , with In the chart associated to s 4 = (2, 4) with the coordinates z = y x , w = 1 y , we obtain f 5 (w) = w 2 − 12w + 37. So we have
where 
Now we collect the factors of f i 's to recover the factorization of f on the border Γ = P 3 ∪ P 4 ∪ P 5 of the Newton polytope P of f . Since C t · C = p 1 (t) + · · · + p 14 (t), and C t → 2D 3 + 3D 4 + 2D 5 , then 4 (resp. 6, and 4) points among these 14 converge to the 2 points in C · D 3 (resp. C · D 4 , and C · D 5 ), that is
Finally testing the vanishing of the expression (10), we find δ = 2, J 3 = {1}, J 4 = {1}, J 5 = {1}. We deduce that the polynomial f admits 2 absolute irreducible factors g and h, and that the restriction of g on the 3 facets of P constituting Γ are (up to monomials)
We easily recognize that the extension K = Q[I] with I 2 = 1. In this extension, the coefficients of polynomials are easily recognized from their decimal approximation.
Coming back to the toric coordinates (x, y), we find that the facet polynomials g Γ (the restriction of g to Γ) and h Γ are respectively
Remark 4 In this example to detect a partition of points defining the absolute factors of f we test this shows that N < M, and the difference being increasing with the number of facets of the Newton polytope of f . Our algorithmic approach will bring efficiency in absolute factorization problem and improves subsequently the approach presented in [20, 5] .
Conclusion
In this first paper, we established the mathematical bases of our algorithmic approach to toric factorization, and we verified that it works on some examples. However we still have to tune and improve the presented algorithm. This will be done in a future work together with improvements which will speed up it in many cases of interest. The method is symbolic-numeric and produces approximate absolute factors. To lift the approximate factorization to the exact one we can follow the approach in [20] and with some additional work, adapt [6] . Let us for instance notice that we could replace the polytope Q = 1 d N f by a smaller oneQ having parallel facets. In particular in the bidegree case, we will takeQ equals to the unit square.
We will also investigate the possibility of cutting the curve C defined by f by special families of curves which will ease the computations. torus compactification is called the normal complete toric surface associated to Q. It can be written as
where D 1 , . . . , D r are the unique irreducible divisors of X invariant under the torus action. Each D i is isomorphic to P 1 and meets the affine toric variety X k if and only if k ∈ {i, i + 1}.
For any m ∈ Z 2 , the Laurent monomial x m is regular on the Zariski open set T common to all the charts X i . It defines a rational function on X giving rise to a principal Cartier divisor div(x m ) supported on X \ T, and equal to div(x m ) = the particular divisor associated to the given polytope Q (so that Q = P DQ ). It is globally generated on X and gives rise to the Kodaira rational map 
traducing that the closure in X of curves defined by generic Laurent polynomials supported by Q are isomorphic to some hyperplane sections of X Q ⊂ P l . We notice that the genericity criterion is essential here: For example, if f (x) = x mi , then the curve defined by f is empty while the corresponding hyperplane section X Q ∩ {u i = 0} is not. Let us explicit this genericity criterion.
Lemma 3 Assume that D Q is very ample and let f be a reduced Laurent polynomial supported in dQ, d ∈ N * . Then C f ≃ X Q · H, for a reduced hypersurface H ⊂ P l of degree d if and only if the support of f meets every facets of dQ.
Proof. The assumption N f ⊂ dQ is equivalent to div(f ) = C f − D f , where
is an effective divisor bounded by dD Q . Thus div(f ) = C f + (dD Q − D f ) − dD Q , and since C f + (dD Q − D f ) ≥ 0, f defines a global section of O X (dD Q ). We deduce from the isomorphism (11), the existence of an effective divisor H of degree d in P l such that
under the identification X = X Q . Then C f = H |X if and only if dD Q = D f , that is if the equality b i = dk i holds for every i = 1 . . . r. Moreover, as C f is reduced, H must be reduced.
